We study a particular kind of join, coined Ranked Temporal Join (RTJ), featuring predicates that compare time intervals and a scoring function associated with each predicate to quantify how well it is satisfied. RTJ queries are prevalent in a variety of applications such as network traffic monitoring, task scheduling, and tweet analysis. RTJ queries are often best interpreted as top-k queries where only the best matches are returned. We show how to exploit the nature of temporal predicates and the properties of their associated scoring semantics to design TKIJ , an efficient query evaluation approach on a distributed Map-Reduce architecture. TKIJ relies on an offline statistics computation that, given a time partitioning into granules, computes the distribution of intervals' endpoints in each granule, and an online computation that generates query-dependent score bounds. Those statistics are used for workload assignment to reducers. This aims at reducing data replication, to limit I/O cost. Additionally, high-scoring results are distributed evenly to enable each reducer to prune unnecessary results. Our extensive experiments on synthetic and real datasets show that TKIJ outperforms state-of-the-art competitors and provides very good performance for n-ary RTJ queries on temporal data.
INTRODUCTION
Temporal data is pervasive. Store receipts, tweets, traffic data, and temperature measures generated by weather sensors or by wearables, are just some examples. Such data is best represented as intervals with start and end timestamps. For instance, in a data center, large amounts of trafPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. . .], are continuously generated by sensors. A system administrator who wishes to monitor traffic emanating from different countries, would formulate a query that returns pairs of requests (x, y) where x ends before y starts and x and y originate from different countries. In tweet analysis where intervals represent the lifespan of a hashtag, the query x meets y would find pairs of discussion topics where one started when the other ended.
Chronological relations between intervals are typically expressed using the Allen interval algebra [2] , which defines a set of Boolean predicates such as before, meets, starts and overlaps. In this work, we argue that the ability to evaluate interval predicates approximately and assign scores to resulting interval pairs, appears as a natural requirement to finding interesting results. Indeed, in monitoring traffic causality, an (x, y) pair where x ends just before y, may be preferred to those where x ends much earlier than the start of y. Similarly, in tweet analysis, a Boolean interpretation of x meets y is likely to return an empty result and will not detect discussion topics that started roughly after another ended.
In this paper, we formalize n-ary Ranked Temporal Join (RTJ) queries that feature any number of temporal predicates and return the k best results. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that formalizes n-ary RTJ queries and devises a general-purpose distributed evaluation approach. RTJ queries raise a number of new challenges. First, an appropriate ranked semantics needs to be devised for a variety of temporal predicates in order to capture the strength of relationship between intervals as a function of the desired semantics for each predicate. Most related studies focus on a common query that involves the intersects predicate [7, 13, 21] . The idea is to retrieve tuples that share a common period of validity, in order to combine events whose time range has a non-empty intersection. Our semantics is richer since we are interested in any temporal predicate between intervals. For instance, we aim to capture predicates from the Allen algebra (see the three first columns of Figure 2) . We illustrate that in the following example.
Network Traffic Monitoring. Consider the two interval collections C1 and C2 in Figure 1 . Assume that each collection gathers requests from a different country. An analyst interested in monitoring traffic between two countries would seek (x, y) interval pairs, x ∈ C1, y ∈ C2, that form a sequence, i.e., where y starts as x ends. The best sequences are those satisfying meets(x, y) reflecting strict equality between the end of x and the beginning of y. In our example, only (x4, y4) qualifies for a Boolean interpretation. Yet, given the uncertainty on clocks in different network equipments, a small overlap or a short free period between two consecutive tasks would be more realistic. In order to express that with Boolean semantics, a query must evaluate a disjunction of before, overlaps and meets and would build many useless interval pairs. A ranked semantics on the other hand, would build (x, y) pairs where x almost meets y, allowing a tolerance on intervals' endpoints. For instance, tuples (x, y) where x ends at most 2 timestamps before or after y starts, could be considered high-scoring. Using such a semantics, we can return the top-3 {(x4, y4), (x1, y3), (x1, y1)}.
A key observation we rely on is that an approximate interpretation of a predicate amounts to approximating the strength of relationship between its intervals' endpoints. That is compatible with the flexible scoring approach proposed in [12] to approximate Allen predicates [2] . It is based on associating a degree of satisfaction with equality and inequality of 2 intervals' endpoints. In this paper, we adapt this framework to allow scoring any temporal predicate. We also allow to use any monotone aggregation function to compute the score of a query result for n-ary RTJ queries. Consequently, a 3-way query involving the predicates starts(x, y) and meets(y, z) would return (x, y, z) tuples and associate to each tuple its degree of satisfaction of the query as an aggregation of individual predicate-dependent scores for each of starts(x, y) and meets(y, z).
It is important to note that, unlike existing work on returning approximate answers [4] , we focus on computing exact answers of queries that make use of scored join predicates. The second challenge we tackle is to devise an efficient query evaluation strategy that guarantees to return the best answers for a variety of temporal predicates. The key difficulty here is to develop a general-purpose algorithm that works with a variety of predicates and ranked semantics and yet, that is able to exploit the nature of those predicates to devise an efficient evaluation.
The efficient processing of interval joins has been studied before [5, 7, 13, 21] . The closest to our work is the recent one by Chawda et al. [5] with a focus on processing queries on Map-Reduce [6] . However, their algorithms focus on a Boolean semantics and are not directly applicable in our case. In our work, scores constitute both a challenge and an opportunity. They are a challenge because, unlike Boolean semantics, every combination of intervals is potentially an answer. The opportunity lies in the ability to leverage statistics on input data in order to avoid computing low-scoring results. In this paper, we propose TKIJ , a 3-stage query evaluation approach for RTJ queries on Map-Reduce. A first offline process partitions time into granules and computes the distribution of intervals' endpoints in those granules. A second online process leverages those statistics to compute query-dependent score bounds. A third process assigns to each reducer enough high-scoring results to enable pruning unnecessary answers and hence balance the load between reducers. Each reducer executes the input RTJ query locally on the data it receives. While this query processing bears similarities to traditional top-k and rank-join processing [14, 15, 16, 20, 22] , it differs greatly due to the dependence of score computation on query predicates. As a result, partial predicate-dependent scores cannot be pre-computed and each reducer relies on the score bounds produced in the statistics collection phase to avoid unnecessary computation. A final Map-Reduce job merges results obtained from each reducer.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
1. We formalize n-ary RTJ queries that combine interval collections with any number of arbitrary temporal predicates and return the k best results.
2. We design TKIJ , an efficient query evaluation approach on Map-Reduce that leverages scores to avoid computing unnecessary results and to balance the load between reducers.
3. We run extensive experiments on synthetic and real network traffic datasets. Our experiments show the efficiency of our pruning technique and the great benefit of using scores to distribute the load between reducers. Because TKIJ executes only combinations that ensure to return the correct top-k answers, it scales to very large collections (up to 5M tuples per collection) and to high k values (up to 10 5 ).
Section 2 describes our data model and defines the problem of evaluating RTJ queries. TKIJ is presented in Section 3. Experiments are detailed in Section 4. We summarize the related work in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.
DATA MODEL AND PROBLEM
We are given m collections of intervals C1, . . . , Cm. Each interval x has a unique identifier, a start time x and an end time x.
Boolean temporal predicates. The general form of a temporal predicate between two intervals x and y is denoted p(x, y) and is expressed as a Boolean conjunction of equalities and inequalities between their endpoints x, x, y, y. This allows to capture a wide range of predicates among which the seminal Allen algebra [2] . The first 3 columns of Figure 2 summarize Allen temporal predicates and their semantics. For example, meets(x, y) imposes that y starts when x finishes while starts(x, y) requires that x and y start at the same time and that x ends before y. It is important to note that we aim to capture all Allen predicates but also any predicate comparing interval's endpoints. While we do not aim to provide a long list of new predicates, we discuss examples that we are using in our experiments. For example, in network traffic analysis, we introduce justBefore(x, y) that is satisfied iff y > x and y − x ≤ AVGz(z − z). The intuition is that the elapsed time between x and y is no greater than the average interval length. A special case is the predicate shiftMeets(x, y) that is satisfied iff (y − x) = AVGz(z − z). In tweet analysis, a possibly useful predicate would be sparks(x, y) which is satisfied iff (y − y) > 10 * (x − x) and y > x. As a result, the (x, y) pairs satisfying sparks(x, y) would identify hashtag pairs where the preceding hashtag lasted 10 times shorter that the following. That could be useful in determining causality of long-lasting events such as finding all shortlasting hashtags before the long-lasting #JeSuisCharlie.
Scored temporal predicates. Since we are interested in capturing the degree at which a temporal predicate is verified by a pair of intervals, we propose to associate a score to each predicate. Here again, we aim to be general and we adopt the flexible approach for scoring Allen predicates [12] and adapt it to our settings. This approach relies on two primitive approximation comparators on intervals' endpoints. Those comparators, equals(x, y) and greater(x, y), are used to express the degree of equality or inequality of intervals' endpoints x and y, where x ∈ {x, x}, y ∈ {y, y} as a graded value in [0, 1]. They rely on two parameters λ and ρ that provide flexibility in controlling the tolerance degree when comparing intervals' endpoints. Figure 3 shows how equals(x, y) and greater(x, y) are used with λ and ρ to express that tolerance. For instance, by defining that whenever |x − y| ≤ λ, equals(x, y) returns 1, λ sets a tolerance for exact endpoint equality. ρ, on the other hand, is used to define score values. A large ρ value defines a wide range of score values and a small ρ produces a more abrupt curve and fewer possible score values. Since temporal predicates are expressed as equalities and inequalities on intervals' endpoints, their approximation can be achieved using a conjunction of equals() and greater() with appropriate λ and ρ values. This allows us to associate a scored variant to each temporal predicate. We denote that variant s-p(x, y) and refer to it as scored temporal predicate, abusing the term "predicate" to mean "function". Indeed, while p(x, y) returns a Boolean value, s-p(x, y), returns a score in [0, 1] . For example, we can define the scored version of starts(x, y) as s-starts(x, y) = min{equals(x, y), greater(y, x)}. We also propose to allow different values of λ and ρ for equals() and greater() for different predicates. That provides a finer control of the score values produced by each predicate. A Boolean interpretation of a predicate becomes a special case of our scored interpretation. For example, strict endpoint equality can be obtained by setting both λ equals and ρ equals to 0. Thus, we can define, s-justBefore(x, y) with λgreater and ρgreater set to 0, ρ equals to any value and λ equals to AVGz(z − z) (Figure 4 ).
Temporal join queries. We are interested in expressing n-ary join queries on interval collections C1, . . . , Cm. We express a query Q as a weakly connected oriented simple graph 1 of the form (V, E). Each each vertex vi ∈ V is mapped to a collection Ci. Each edge (i, j) ∈ E between two vertices vi and vj is labeled with a scored temporal predicate s-p (i,j) () between the two collections Ci and Cj corresponding to vi and vj.
The evaluation of an n-ary join query Q returns a set of tuples of the form (x1, . . . , xn) where xi ∈ Ci. The score of each tuple in the query result is computed using a function S that aggregates the partial scores assigned by each predicate s-p (i,j) () associated with each query edge (i, j) ∈ E. S could be any monotone function such as the weighted sum as it is commonly the case in ranked aggregation [15, 16, 20, 22] .
For example, we can express a 3-way query that returns a tuple (x, y, z) where x ∈ C1, y ∈ C2 and z ∈ C3 and the score of (x, y, z) is computed as an aggregation of its partial scores for query predicates s-starts(x, y) and s-meets(y, z).
Although we use the term "join" to refer to our queries, their expressivity goes beyond traditional relational joins. Ranked Temporal Join (RTJ) problem. Given an n-ary temporal join query Q = (V, E) expressed over a set of collections C1, . . . , Cm corresponding to query vertices in V and temporal predicates s-p (i,j) () associated to each edge (i, j) ∈ E, our problem is to find a top-k set of tuples of the form (x1, . . . , xn), xi ∈ Ci, ranked by (descending) order of
TEMPORAL JOIN PROCESSING
We present TKIJ, our approach for evaluating Top-K Interval Joins, that efficiently finds the set of k best results for an RTJ query Q. We first provide an overview of TKIJ , then we give each step in detail. Figure 5 summarizes TKIJ . Given a set of interval collections C1 . . . Cm, TKIJ executes a query-independent preprocessing phase to collect statistics on intervals' distribution. This phase partitions time into granules and computes buckets for each collection (a). A bucket associated to a collection Ci corresponds to a pair of granules, and contains the number of intervals of Ci starting at one granule and ending at another. Given a query Q, these statistics are used to evaluate bucket combinations that should be processed in order to obtain top-k results (b). TKIJ relies on a constraint programming solver to compute score bounds for each bucket combination and uses those bounds to prune combinations that do not contain top-k results. The third phase is the actual join processing which relies on two MapReduce jobs. The first job assigns a subset of buckets to each reducer rj (c) which then processes locally the RTJ query, returning local top-k results (d). This assignment aims at reducing data replication to limit I/O, and leverages score bounds to distribute high-scoring results evenly so that each reducer can quickly prune low-ranking results. The second Map-Reduce job merges all local results into a single query output (e).
Overview of TKIJ

Statistics collection
TKIJ pre-processes each dataset once in order to collect statistics which are then used to optimize the execution of any RTJ query on this dataset. These statistics maintain a matrix Bi representing the distribution of endpoints of intervals in each collection Ci. TKIJ partitions the time range of each Ci into a set of contiguous granules. We adopt a uniform partitioning which has been shown to be appropriate for temporal joins [5, 7, 18] .
As illustrated in Figure 5a , each matrix entry records the cardinality of a bucket, where a bucket
As an example, given g1,1 = [10, 20] and g1,2 = [20, 30] , the matrix entry for b1,1,2 = (g1,1, g1,2) indicates 6 intervals starting in [10, 20] and ending in [20, 30] .
Range partitioning is a common approach in temporal join processing [5, 7, 18, 21] . The rationale is that intervals having similar endpoints are likely to satisfy similar join predicates. For example, most previous studies, that focus on intersection joins, leverage partitions to avoid pairs of intervals that are guaranteed not to intersect. Similarly, TKIJ relies on these statistics to obtain information on the distribution of intervals within buckets and prune the search space of any RTJ query.
Statistics are computed in a single Map-Reduce phase. Each mapper reads a fraction of the data and maintains a local matrix per collection. Matrices are then aggregated in the reduce phase, and the reducer responsible for collection Ci outputs a final matrix Bi. While we focus in this paper on the case of statistics computed from scratch for a new dataset, we can easily handle updates by applying the same process on the inserted/deleted data.
Selection of bucket combinations
We now describe how TKIJ uses pre-computed statistics to estimate score bounds on candidate results. Then, we present how score bounds are used to avoid computing unnecessary results while we guarantee to return the exact topk results. We further develop several processing strategies that aim to tackle computational costs raised by this pruning step.
Estimating score bounds
Processing an RTJ query Q requires to return the top-k tuples (x1, . . . , xn), xi ∈ Ci according to a scoring function S. Since any tuple (x1, . . . , xn) is a potential answer, we investigate how to reduce the amount of data processed using scores. We use ω = (
| the total number of results that can be obtained from a bucket combination ω, and Ω the set of all combinations. We define score upper and lower bounds in each ω, denoted ω.UB and ω.LB . Definition 1. The score upper-bound (resp. lower-bound) ω.UB (resp. ω.LB) of a bucket combination ω = (
As an example, suppose that query Q features a predicate s-meets (1,2) (x, y) where x ∈ C1 and y ∈ C2, using scoring parameters (λ equals , ρ equals ) = (4, 8) . Collected statistics show 6 intervals in bucket b1,1,2 = ( [10, 20] , [20, 30] ) for C1 and 7 intervals in bucket b2,2,3 = ( [20, 30] , [30, 40] ) for C2. We build the bucket combination ω = (b1,1,2, b2,2,3). Then, we can derive bounds on the score S(x, y) = s-meets(x, y) of a result (x, y) ∈ ω. The maximum possible score is 1 (e.g. with (x, y) = ( [12, 25] , [25, 35] )), and the minimum score is 0.25 (with (x, y) = ( [15, 20] , [30, 35] )). Hence, ω.UB = 1, ω.LB = 0.25. Thus, 42 results in ω have a score in [0. 25, 1] .
TKIJ relies on a constraint programming solver as a generic approach to compute score bounds for any combination of predicates. Computing score bounds for a bucket combination requires to solve the following problem:
Each xi ∈ Ci is mapped to a decision variable xi. For each partial score s-p (i,j) (xi, xj), we create an intermediate variable s-pij. For all (i, j) ∈ E, we impose that the variables xi, xj and s-pij satisfy the constraints {Cij : s-pij = s-p (i,j) (xi, xj)}. Then, we create a variable score and impose Cs : score = S (i,j)∈E (s-pij). The solver then maximizes (and minimizes in the case of a lower-bound) score such that constraint Cs, all constraints Ci and all constraints on decision variables (1)(2) are satisfied. While we virtually allow any temporal predicates, in practice, predicate implementation depends on the range of constraints supported by the server used in the implementation.
Pruning bucket combinations
TKIJ leverages computed score bounds to reduce computation cost by eliminating results that are guaranteed not to be in the top-k. To do so, it computes Ω k,S ⊆ Ω, a subset of the search space that is sufficient to guarantee correctness. We define Ω k,S as follows:
Definition 2. The set of Top Buckets Ω k,S is a subset of Ω satisfying the following conditions: if collectedResults ≥ k then break 7: Sort Ω by descending UB 8: Ω k,S ← ∅, collectedResults = 0 9: for ω ∈ Ω 10:
if collectedResults ≥ k and ω.UB ≤ kthResLB 11: break 12:
This definition ensures that whenever a bucket combination ω is pruned, there are at least k results from Ω k,S with a score higher than results generated from ω. Note that Ω k,S is not unique: given a valid set of bucket combinations, any super-set is also valid. To compute Ω k,S , we design the getTopBuckets algorithm (Algorithm 1). Algorithm getTopBuckets uses as input a set of bucket combinations whose score bounds are pre-computed. It first computes a lower bound kthResLB on the score of the k th result (Lines 1-6). Then, it keeps only bucket combinations whose score upperbound is greater than kthResLB (Lines 7-13). The process safely stops in Line 11 since no bucket combination outside the collected set has results with score above kthResLB.
Pruning unnecessary results is a two-step process, coined TopBuckets. A first step computes score bounds for bucket combinations using a solver. Then, a second step executes getTopBuckets that uses those bounds to eliminate unnecessary results. In our setting, all (x1, . . . , xn) combinations are potential answers, and we cannot employ traditional top-k techniques to prune the search space. TopBuckets addresses this challenge using pre-computed statistics to locate high-scoring answers. Still, a new challenge is to limit the overhead of TopBuckets due to computing score bounds for bucket combinations. In the following section, we discuss this challenge and possible solutions.
TopBuckets Strategies
A first straightforward approach to find Ω k,S is to build all possible bucket combinations Ω, compute their score bounds using a solver and then use getTopBuckets to prune useless ones. In this strategy, coined brute-force, a large number of n-tuples of buckets are assigned a score by the solver (with g granules per collection, |Ω| is O(g 2n )). Moreover, for each combination, 2n decision variables need to be assigned by the solver. Thus, as n or g increase, brute-force becomes inefficient. To tackle that, we propose the loose strategy (Algorithm 2 with the flag onePhase set true.) loose first builds all bucket pairs
) for each scored predicate (i, j) ∈ E (Line 1). Score bounds are then computed by the solver (Line 3) for each pair. Then, loose builds n-tuples of buckets (Lines
, we obtain score bounds using bounds computed for each pair
Compute ω.UB, ω.LB using solver 4: for ω in Ω 5:
Compute ω.UB, ω.LB using score bounds from (bi, bj) ∈ L2 6: Lm ←TopBuckets(Ω)
Compute ω.UB, ω.LB using solver return TopBuckets(Lm)
To calculate correct bounds, we rely on the monotonicity of S. Without loss of generality, suppose that S is monotonically increasing. In the expression of S, we replace each partial score s-p (i,j) (xi, xj) with the upper bound of the corresponding pair of bucket. Therefore
.UB) is a correct upper-bound for ω. Then, loose runs getTopBuckets on the generated bucket combinations (Line 6) and returns the selected combinations. The rationale behind loose is that processing time can decrease significantly because (i) fewer bucket combinations need to be assigned a score bound (their number is O(|E|·g 4 )) and (ii) the solver needs to assign only 4 variables when computing score bounds. A drawback of loose is that the aggregation of bounds using S may result in loose bounds. We illustrate that in the following example.
Example. Figure 6 depicts a dataset with three buckets b1, b2, b3 from C1, C2, C3. We have b1 = (g1, g2), b2 = (g2, g3), b3 = (g3, g3), where g1 = [10, 20] , g2 = [20, 30] , g3 = [30, 40] . Our query features scored predicates s-starts (1,2) (x, y) and s-starts (2,3) (y, z) and our aggregation function is the normalized sum. We use the scoring parameters {(λ equals , ρ equals ), (λgreater, ρgreater) = {(1, 3), (0, 4)}. loose first computes bounds for ω1 = (b1, b2). We have ω1.UB = 1 (because s-starts (1,2) (x1, y1) = 1), and ω1.LB = 0 (s-starts (1,2) (x1, y2) = 0). Then, loose computes bounds for ω1 = (b2, b3). We have ω2.UB = 1 (s-starts (2,3) (y2, z1) = 1), and ω2.LB = 0 (s-starts (2,3) (y2, z2) = 0). Then, loose merges combinations ω1, ω2 in ω3 = (b1, b2, b3), and computes ω3.UB = S(1, 1) = 1, ω3.LB = S(0, 0) = 0. Yet, brute-force, computes ω3.UB = 0.5 because there is no (x, y, z) such that s-starts (1,2) (x, y) = s-starts (2,3) (y, z) = 1 given the buckets' bounds: it is impossible to have both equals(x, y) = 1 and equals(y, z) = 1 with x ∈ g1, y ∈ g2 and z ∈ g3. Thus, in this example, loose returns an exact lower-bound and a loose upper-bound, while brute-force returns tight bounds. These observations lead to propose a third strategy twophase, that combines brute-force and loose. two-phase is executed by Algorithm 2 when the flag onePhase is set to false. First, two-phase computes loose bounds to eliminate some bucket combinations (Lines 1-7) , identically to loose. Then, two-phase refines the bounds of the remaining combinations (Lines 8-9) to obtain exact bounds. The rationale behind two-phase is that its first phase may help reduce the number of bucket combinations that need to be assigned a score in the second phase, thus improving the solver's running time. Unlike loose, two-phase returns tight bounds When selecting bucket combinations, TKIJ runs TopBuckets using one of the three strategies presented. Each strategy (i) employs the solver and (ii) executes getTopBuckets once or twice using loose or tight score bounds on bucket combinations.
Distributed Top-k Join Processing
The TopBuckets process generates Ω k,S , a set of bucket combinations that are sufficient to accurately compute the top-k results. We now describe how TKIJ computes the top-k results (Steps (c)-(d)-(e) in Figure 5 ). We implement TKIJ on Map-Reduce [6] . Given a set of r reducers, TKIJ assigns each bucket combination ω ∈ Ω k,S to a single reducer rj, j ∈ 1 . . . r, that processes results in ω. The main challenge in distributed join processing is to devise an efficient workload assignment function. When performing large-scale joins, I/O often constitutes a major bottleneck. We first review existing assignment algorithms, then we consider the specifics of distributed top-k computation and show that it is essential to take scores into account when dividing the workload. We present DistributeTopBuckets, a novel function that focuses on assigning high-scoring results to each reducer, while minimizing I/O cost as a secondary objective. Finally, we present how an RTJ query is processed using appropriate Map-Reduce algorithms.
Existing I/O optimizations
When different reducers require the same chunk of data, this data is replicated in the shuffle phase of Map-Reduce, which increases input cost. Several distributed join algorithms, such as RCCIS [5] and the work of Afrati et al. [1] specifically aim at reducing that cost. In TKIJ , this corresponds to different reducers being assigned bucket combinations involving the same bucket. Other approaches focus on assigning a balanced load to each reducer [5, 24] . This ensures that the number of results generated by each reducer is comparable, so that no reducer will have a larger workload in output dominated tasks. Finally, some algorithms optimize both input and output costs simultaneously [30] . All these approaches are not directly applicable to our settings. They achieve optimizations for specific queries (equi-join [1] , 2-way θ-join [24] , m-way θ-join [30] ). One close related work to ours [5] reduces I/O cost by leveraging the Boolean interpretation of Allen predicates. That is not directly applicable to scored predicates.
Top-k optimizations
TKIJ significantly differs from standard Map-Reduce-based join processes due to its ranked semantics. In TKIJ , each reducer processes a full RTJ query locally using the bucket combinations it receives (Figure 5d ). Hence, it is important for all bucket b ∈ ω ▷ Assign buckets in ω to rj 6:
to ensure that each reducer quickly identifies high-scoring results as it is usually the case in top-k processing [14, 15, 16, 26] . Therefore, the assignment of bucket combinations to reducers favors an even distribution of high-scoring results.
DTB algorithm
TKIJ relies on the DistributeTopBuckets algorithm (Algorithm 3) to assign bucket combinations from Ω k,S to reducers. Following the principles described above, DTB increases the probability that each reducer receives a fair share of high-scoring results. This step relies on the knowledge, for each bucket combination, of the number of results generated, as well as their score bounds. DTB first sorts Ω k,S by descending order of score upper-bound (Line 1) to access them according to their likelihood of generating highscoring results. It then assigns each bucket combination to a reducer using the getReducer function (Algorithm 4), which returns a reducer among the ones that were assigned the fewest bucket combinations so far. Furthermore, DTB opportunistically optimizes I/O cost. First, in the worst case, a reducer evaluates all the results it is assigned. If Ωr j is the set of bucket combinations assigned to a reducer rj, then ∑ ω∈|Ωr j | ω.nbRes would be computed. DTB first computes the average number of results assigned to reducers (Algorithm 3, Line 2). Then getReducer ensures that reducers that are already assigned more than twice the average number of results are discarded (Algorithm 4, Lines 3, 7). This heuristic limits imbalance in a worst-case scenario. In the case, where several reducers have received the same number of bucket combinations, getReducer selects the reducer that was already assigned the largest fraction of current ω from previous overlapping bucket combinations (Algorithm 4, Lines 8-10). For a given w, getReducer evaluates for each reducer rj the input cost of assigning w to rj using inCost(rj, ω). We define inCost(rj, ω) =
where Φ(rj, b i,l,l ′ ) returns 1 if b i,l,l ′ was already assigned to rj, else 0. This process favors assignments that reduce replication cost. Having selected the reducer rj that has to be assigned the current bucket combination ω, DTB stores all the assignments (b i,l,l ′ , rj) where b i,l,l ′ ∈ ω (Algorithm 3, Lines 5-6). These assignments determine to which reducers buckets are communicated, ensuring both output correctness and join processing efficiency.
Join Processing
The final phase of TKIJ first runs DTB using Ω k,S to determine data distribution among reducers. Then, a MapReduce phase processes the RTJ query locally. For each Algorithm 4 getReducer Input: ω bucket combination to assign, avgRes average number of results per reducer Output: reducer to which ω has to be assigned 1: min ω assigned = +∞ 2: for j = 1 to r ▷ Retrieve the minimum amount of bucket combinations assigned 3:
if rj.nbRes < 2 × avgRes 4:
min ω assigned = min{|Ωr j |, min ω assigned} 5: minCost = +∞ 6: for j = 1 to r ▷ Find the best reducer wrt inCost(ω, rj) 7: if rj.nbRes < 2 × avgRes ∧ |Ωr j | = min ω assigned 8:
if inCost(rj, ω) < minCost 9: bestReducer=rj 10: minCost = inCost(rj, ω) return bestReducer input interval x, a mapper computes the bucket b ix,lx,l ′ x in which x falls. Then, x is communicated to all reducers rj that received b ix,lx,l ′ x . That way, each reducer rj receives its share of input data, and a list of bucket combinations Ωr j ⊆ Ω k,S whose results are potential top-k candidates. Once each reducer has processed locally the RTJ query, we run an additional Map-Reduce phase ( Step (e) in Figure 5 ), that merges local results and returns the final top-k answers. Statistics collection. We use the same number of granules g for each collection. We observed that only the number of interval |Ci| per collection had a significant impact on statistics collection time. Statistics collection lasted between 28s for |Ci| = 2×10 5 and 36s for |Ci| = 5×10 6 . Since this task is only executed once as a pre-processing for a given dataset, we do not include it in query evaluation time.
EXPERIMENTS
Selection of bucket combinations. We implement a distributed and multi-threaded version of TopBuckets. We split the set of buckets B1 into 6 equal-sized groups B1,j, j ∈ 1 . . . 6. Then each worker j ∈ 1 . . . 6 runs a local version of TopBuckets using buckets in B1,j and all buckets in Bi, i ∈ 2 . . . n. Thus, each worker has as input a disjoint set of possible bucket combinations. We use Choco [25] , a software for constraint programming to compute score bounds for each bucket combination. Each execution of the solver is handled in a separate thread. A second phase of TopBuckets merges local TopBuckets results on a selected worker and returns the set of best bucket combinations Ω k,S .
Distributed join processing. We run TKIJ using 24 reducers. Local query execution accesses the received bucket combinations by descending order of score upper-bounds. It then uses R-Trees to access intervals in memory. For an interval xi and a score value v, it queries the R-Tree and returns only intervals xj s.t. s- Queries. Tables 1 and 2 summarize queries and score parameters. We use S =
to compute the score of a query result (x1, . . . , xn). Unless otherwise specified, k = 100.
Summary of Results
We show that TKIJ processes various RTJ queries efficiently on both synthetic data and real network traffic logs. TKIJ scales to collections of up to 5 million intervals (|Ci| ∈ [1M, 5M ]) and efficiently returns the top-k results for k ∈ [10, 10 5 ]. We show that our workload distribution approach, DistributeTopBuckets, that fairly distributes highscoring results, outperforms a more naive approach based on the LPT algorithm. That is particularly useful for queries that return few high-scoring results, such as those featuring equality-based predicates (e.g starts). We observe that the efficiency of DistributeTopBuckets decreases with coarser statistics. We also show that as the number of collections or the number of predicates in a query vary, TopBuckets efficiently prunes buckets combinations. Experiments on network traffic data show that on queries featuring before or overlaps, TopBuckets can select few bucket combinations guaranteeing TKIJ to return high-scoring results. We observe that a higher number of granules g (finer statistics) helps prune unnecessary results, which improves overall join processing time. However, it also makes pruning computation with TopBuckets slower. Hence, we run experiments to find a sweet-spot value for g.
Synthetic Data
To generate synthetic data, we use the same parameters as in previous work [5] . We use a pseudo-random uniform generator to get intervals' startpoints and lengths in specified ranges (respectively s = [0, 10 5 ] and w = [1, 100] ). Intervals' endpoints are integers. We vary the number |Ci| of intervals per collection, and the number n of collections. A collection of 5M intervals measures ≈ 113MB (text format). 
Score Distribution
We conduct preliminary experiments to get an insight of the score distribution of a set of results using scored temporal predicates. Especially, we want to measure the share of results that have a high score. We want to verify that the fewer the number of high-scoring results, the less likely a worker will receive high scoring results from DTB . We compute all the combinations (x1, x2) ∈ C1 × C2 and we evaluate each result with scored predicates s-before(x1, x2), s-meets(x1, x2), s-overlaps(x1, x2) and s-starts(x1, x2).
On Figure 7 , we plot scores for the top-50000 results. s-before is the predicate with the largest number of highscoring results (scores of top-50000 results equal 1.0), since a single inequality on endpoints is required. More highscoring results can be found with s-overlaps (≈ 18,000 results), that evaluates only inequality on endpoints, than with s-meets (≈ 9000), where an equality is required. Fewer results are assigned a high score when s-starts is used since it requires both equality and inequality on endpoints. Thus, we can expect a faster join processing on queries using only inequality-based predicates where more high-scoring results can be found, since high-scoring results favor early termination of local top-k processing.
Workload Distribution
We conduct experiments to validate our workload distribution approach. We analyze executions of TKIJ using DTB , our workload distribution algorithm, and using a more straightforward algorithm.
LPT. In the context of task scheduling, the LPT (Longest Processing Time) heuristic aims to minimize scheduling time on parallel machines [11] . LPT executes tasks in descending order of processing time. In our context, a naive approach would minimize the maximum number of candidate join results that a reducer has to process, so as to reduce the duration of the longest task. With LPT , bucket combinations are analogous to tasks that we want to assign to a set of reducers. We sort the set of bucket combinations by descending order of number of results (ω.nbRes) and assign each one to the least loaded reducer.
Results. Figure 8a presents the running time of the join phase on all queries, where |Ci| varies from 1 × 10 6 to 1.6 × 10 6 . On Q b,b , running time is identical for LPT and DTB , since a single bucket combination is selected and a large number of results with maximum score can be quickly found during the join phase. On other queries, DTB outperforms LPT for two reasons. Firstly, LPT incurs a higher shuffle cost (on average 43% higher). When assigning a bucket combination to a reducer, DTB favors assignments that lessen shuffle cost. LPT favors the assignment of bucket combinations with a large number of results to the least loaded reducers. Hence, buckets have a higher probability to be sent to several reducers with LPT than with DTB . Secondly, LPT does not necessarily give a fair share of high-scoring results to each reducer. Figure 8b shows the running time of the longest reducer task (we omit Q b,b where LPT and DTB perform equally for the reason exposed above). DTB always outperforms LPT because it increases the probability that all reduce tasks terminate early since they can all find high-scoring results. This difference is exacerbated on query Q s,f,m with |Ci| = 1M . Here, the few results that satisfy best all 3 predicates featured in Q s,f,m are better distributed using DTB . On Figure 8c , we represent the minimum score of the k th result among the results returned by reducers. These results support our observation: the score of returned results is higher when distribution is defined using DTB , while unnecessary results with lower scores are returned with LPT .
TopBuckets Strategies
We conduct experiments on the TopBuckets strategies exposed in Section 3.3. We vary the number of collections n using queries Q b* , Q o* and Q m* . Figure 9 summarizes the results. We do not report results where running time exceeds 1 hour. Experiments show the inefficiency of brute-force and two-phase. On these strategies, n-tuples of buckets, where n ∈ 3 . . . 5, are assigned a score bound by the solver. With brute-force, the running time of TopBuckets quickly increases (solid black box on Figure 9 ) with n, because the solver needs to compute score bounds for a large number of bucket combinations, each one requiring to assign 2n variables. The two-phase strategy only beats brute-force on Q b* (Figure 9a ) where its first phase prunes a large share (more than 99% for any n) of possible bucket combinations, thus limiting the running time of the second phase, that computes exact bounds using a smaller set of bucket combinations. On others queries, two-phase does not improve running time: the first phase does not prune enough combinations (e.g. 52% on Q m* for n = 4) to lessen the cost of the second phase where remaining combinations need to be assigned tight score bounds. The loose strategy is the most efficient: (i) loose bounds do not impact significantly join processing time as a large share of potential results (e.g. 81% on Q o* for n = 4) remained pruned and (ii) TopBuckets scales with the number of collections n. In the remainder of our experiments, we use loose as the TopBuckets strategy.
Number of Granules
Since the second phase of TKIJ relies on collected statistics to prune the input space and distribute the workload, we expect TKIJ to depend on the granularity of statistics (e.g. coarse or fine-grained). We conduct experiments to validate this intuition, varying the number of granules g.
We present respectively on Figures 10a, 10b and 10c the and the detailed running time for query Qo,m. We do not report results for executions where the total running time exceeds 1 hour. On queries that return the fewest high-scoring results (Qo,m, Q s,f,m ), we observe on Figure 10a that with a lower g (coarse statistics), running time degrades. TKIJ suffers here from poor workload distribution. This is expected as with fewer granules, we have fewer bucket combinations and especially fewer high-scoring ones. As TKIJ relies on a round-robin distribution of high-scoring buckets combinations, there is a lower probability to provide each reducer high-scoring results. Hence, we can observe on Figure 10b the imbalance that is more variable when g decreases. As illustrated on Figure 10c , when g increases, the local join processing is faster, thanks to a better workload distribution and to a larger pruning of unnecessary results. 81% of potential results are pruned for g = 20, while it is 96% for g = 100 (grey filled curve on Figure 10c ). Yet, the pruning process TopBuckets is slower when g increases and thus worsen the overall response time. Note that because it features more predicates, query Q s,f,m requires to evaluate more bucket pairs during the TopBuckets process. Thus, TopBuckets running time increases faster with g than on others queries, hence the impact on the overall response time. For queries Q b,b and Qo,o, coarse statistics have nearly no effect since a large number of high-scoring results can be found during the join phase (except when g = 5 where workload distribution fails for query Qo,o: a reducer does not quickly find high-scoring results). Finally, we observe that a number of granules g ≈ 40 provides the best trade-off for the various queries that we experimented. Future investigations include the design of benchmark approaches or the adaptation of optimization techniques [7] to compute the optimal number of granules that minimizes execution time of TKIJ .
Scalability
We vary the size of collections |Ci| to evaluate the scalability of TKIJ . We compare TKIJ to state-of-the-art competitors. As a baseline, we borrow algorithms from related work on processing interval joins on Map-Reduce [5] . In this work, algorithms RCCIS and All-Matrix are designed to process interval joins using Allen predicates. In our settings, we use these algorithms to return only results that satisfy all the Boolean predicates of a RTJ query (i.e. a subset of top-k results). We also impose reducers to stop join processing if k results are found. Then, we merge and sort local results using a final Map-Reduce phase, identically to TKIJ . RCCIS handles only colocation predicates where intervals intersect (e.g. overlaps, meets). All-Matrix handles only sequence predicates (before, after ). RCCIS and All-Matrix also partition the temporal range using contiguous granules. For RCCIS , we set the number of granules to 24 which implies that 24 reducers are used. For All-Matrix , the number of reducers depends on the number of granules and of collections. We used 4 granules with n = 3, yielding 20 reducers. For TKIJ , we conduct a first set of experiments with Table 2 ). We are hence using a Boolean interpretation of predicates. Because TKIJ must return k results, if only k ′ < k results satisfy the Boolean predicates (with S(t) = 1.0), k−k ′ other results that do not satisfy at least one predicate will be returned (with S(t) < 1.0). Thus, TKIJ may need to return more results than All-Matrix or RCCIS , that only return results fully satisfying all Boolean predicates. Hence, results of each algorithm are not directly comparable. For TKIJ , we conduct a second set of experiments using scored predicates with the score parameters P1.
Results. We present total running times on Figure 11 . For query Q b,b (Figure 11a ), TKIJ remains nearly constant since TopBuckets returns only 1 bucket combination. Thus, TKIJ processes only a small share of input data. All-Matrix shuffles intervals belonging to all possible results, hence running time increases with |Ci|. For query Qo,o (Figure 11b ), TopBuckets selects more combinations to process. As the number of intervals per bucket increases with |Ci|, more data is shuffled and processed during the local join processing, hence the running time increases linearly with |Ci|. Figure 11b also shows that TKIJ outperforms RCCIS on |Ci| > 3.5×10 6 . In RCCIS, a first Map-Reduce phase builds intermediate results to determine which intervals need to be replicated to ensure output correctness in the join phase. Thus, its running time increases with |Ci|. Meanwhile, TKIJ decides which tuples should be combined on the basis of TopBuckets, which does not depend on |Ci| and is on average 93% faster than the first phase of RCCIS. On Qs,m (Figure 11c ), we do not observe this phenomenon anymore: RCCIS first phase is faster (there are fewer intermediate results), while TKIJ 's join phase is longer (there are fewer high-scoring results). We observe a notable difference on query Qs,m with scored and with Boolean predicates. The local join processing explains this difference. In the Boolean case, TKIJ focuses on building results where join conditions are satisfied (whose score is strictly positive), thus limiting the search space. With the approximate interpretation of predicates, more combinations need to be considered because tolerance on endpoints incurs a higher number of results with a strictly positive score. Thus, more intermediate results are computed. On query Qo,o, a large number of results have the highest score ( Figure 7 ) which incurs major pruning. That justifies the absence of a significant difference between the scored and Boolean cases.
Effect of k
We conducted experiments where k varies in [10, 10 5 ] on a range of queries (Q b,b , Qo,o, Q s,f,m , Q f,b , Qo,m) with |Ci| = 2 × 10 6 . We observed that TKIJ is almost constant on all 
Parameters: g = 40, k = 100, P = P3, TopBuckets: loose 
Network Traffic Data
Data
We use network traffic data collected on firewall logs of a data hosting company. Each log contains packets exchanged between servers and clients (≈ 5GB, 100M packets per day). Each packet has a timestamp (seconds). We selected one log and built a list of connections by grouping packets exchanged between a pair (server, client). Only consecutive packets whose timestamps are within a time interval [0, 60] are grouped. A connection [client, server, start, end ] represents the activity of client on server, where the first packet was sent or received at timestamp start and the last one at timestamp end. The dataset obtained includes 3,636,814 intervals (≈ 83MB), whose minimum, maximum, and average length are respectively 1, 86,459 and 54 seconds. Figure 12 shows the distribution of start points and lengths. Then, we copy each list of connections 3 times and process 3-way queries. We are interested in real-life scenarios occurring in network traffic analysis, hence we process queries Q jB,jB and Q sM,sM (Table 1) . Query Q jB,jB returns the sequences of connections that closely follow each other, while Q sM,sM returns sequences where a delay was observed between two connections.
Scalability
We verify that TKIJ scales with various dataset sizes. When generating connections, we use various randomly selected samples on the log file used. We pick from 5% to 35% of input data. We obtain collections of connections whose number of intervals varies from 0.58 ×10 6 to 2.31 ×10 6 . We present total running times on Figure 13 . We note that running time increases faster than what was observed on synthetic data. Here, when we use larger samples on input data, we have more buckets containing at least an interval. When |Ci| = 0.58×10 6 , there are 151 buckets containing at least an interval, while there are 296 for |Ci| = 2.31×10
6 . Thus, TopBuckets has to process more bucket combinations with higher |Ci|. On query Q s,f,m , that features more predicates, the time taken by TopBuckets is dominant (e.g. 82% of overall response time for |Ci| = 1.38×10 6 ). Hence, overall response time increases faster on query Q s,f,m than on all 500 100 1000 10 100 1000 10000 100000
Param.: |Ci| = 1.03 × 10 6 , g = 40, P = P3, TopBuckets: loose ). Thus, we can find bucket combinations (e.g. ω = (b1, b2)) whose results (x, y) are guaranteed to have a high score s-overlaps(x, y). Then, TopBuckets returns less bucket combinations, reducing the search space while guaranteeing correctness.
Effect of k
We verify TKIJ on various values of k. We present running times on Figure 14 . For all queries except Qo,o, we observe that TKIJ remains nearly constant when k ≤ 5000. Then, the running time increases slowly when k > 5000: as more results need to be returned, more intermediate results are built before termination especially with queries having fewer high-scoring results. On Qo,o we observe that TKIJ increases slightly between k = 1000 and k = 5000. That is explained by an increase (from 643 to 41,272) in the number of bucket combinations |Ω k,S | necessary to return the correct top-k results, which in turn increases the number of intermediate results.
RELATED WORK
Three research areas relate to our work, however none of them addresses the RTJ problem.
Interval Joins. The closest work to ours [5] addresses the processing of multi-way joins on Map-Reduce for Allen Boolean predicates [2] . The first algorithm, RCCIS, solves colocation queries, where all predicates require intervals to have a non-empty intersection. RCCIS reduces the amount of data shuffled in Map-Reduce by sending to the same reducer intervals that are most likely to be colocated. The second algorithm, All-Matrix handles sequence queries. Because such queries imply unavoidable replication, All-Matrix focuses on load balancing. None of those algorithms is applicable to solving the RTJ problem as they do not handle scored results. Although flexible interpretations of Allen predicates were proposed in approximate reasoning [12, 23, 27] , none of them designed join algorithms. A series of work on spatiotemporal data focused on efficiently retrieving overlapping objects with Boolean semantics. Objects are stored in partitions [7, 21] , or tree structures [13] , such as the R-Tree [3, 19] or the quadtree [17] . A more recent investigation proposed a compound index structure using segment trees to find intervals that intersect a query-interval in a key-value cloudstore [28] . In summary, these studies focus on reducing I/O and support only Boolean overlaps and intersections.
Top-k Processing. Instance-optimal algorithms [14, 15] were proposed for rank-joins ranging from centralized implementations for HRJN [20] and Pull-Bound Rank Join [26] in [16] , to distributed ones in [10, 22] . Specifically, in NoSQL databases, the BFHM algorithm [22] places each tuple in a bucket that depends on its score. Tuples are compressed using Bloomfilters allowing to select the best buckets first then retrieve tuples to be joined from the database. Because a Bloomfilter yields false positives, BFHM may require several iterations. Our work differs in two aspects. First, our scores are predicate-dependent and are not known a priori. Second, reiterating join processing in our case would incur too high an overhead.
Load Balancing. Load balancing is a common concern in parallel top-k processing. RanKloud [4] computes data statistics to retrieve an estimation of the kth join score. Then, only the part of input data whose score is above the estimated one is uniformly distributed and processed in parallel on a set of workers. Similarly, we rely on computing statistics to avoid processing useless data. However, while RanKloud outputs approximate results, our algorithm guarantees to return exact top-k results. Another work [8] proposes a partitioning scheme on Map-Reduce based on partitioning for parallel skyline query processing [29] . The angle-based partitioning distributes evenly the volume that contains points near the best possible point, increasing the probability that skyline points will fall evenly in each partition. This idea is reintroduced in the context of top-k joins [8] and is shown to be superior to a cardinality-based partitioning. Although we share the same intuition, we cannot directly apply this technique since it assumes that partial scores are known a priori while in our case they are predicate-dependent.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce RTJ queries using scoring functions reflecting the degree of satisfaction of a join predicate. We design TKIJ , a parallel multi-way top-k interval join algorithm on Map-Reduce. TKIJ relies on an offline collection of statistics to prune the search space and a workload distribution scheme appropriate to top-k processing. We conduct experiments on synthetic data that validate our approach and show the efficiency of TKIJ on various queries. We observe the same effectiveness of TKIJ on real network traffic logs. Future investigations include the integration of interval attributes (e.g. IP address for a connection) in the join conditions, to build hybrid queries, similarly to previous work [5] . We also plan to pursue investigations on various distributed platforms. Although robust and scalable, MapReduce suffer from limitations on complex queries [9] . For instance, a field of investigation is the design of algorithms that take advantage of communication between workers.
